Having just celebrated our 1 year
anniversary of launching online, Love
of Lemons’ physical store opened it’s
doors on the 1st of November 2021 and
offers visitors a curated blend of vintage
finds and new sustainable brands at
well-placed price points that reflect the
uniqueness of each piece.
Founder, Bex Osman explains -

“I like to throw modern styling into the mix
to bring old garments back to life. This is
where the idea for Love of Lemons was
born. It’s basically my style on a plate. As
Love of Lemons has grown, I now stock
20+ brands of womenswear and
accessories from sustainably conscious
brands with interesting back stories.
I love to discover new designers that
no one else has heard of.”

One-off finds
Bex’s unique selling point is the fact she
visits vintage wholesalers and handpicks all
the vintage clothing, footwear and
accessories herself. “I find it so exciting,
I feel my way through the collections and
pick out the pieces I like the look and feel
of. I can tell straightaway if they will sit well
with the rest of the shop and I only ever
buy pieces I love and would wear myself.
Whilst I do stock some branded vintage
like Burberry macs and Converse
trainers, I actually prefer to choose
garments based on their own merits.
With unbranded vintage you get a lot more
detailing and craftsmanship. Some things
have even been handmade, with really
gorgeous buttons, darts and pleats in
beautiful places. Attention to detail is really
what I’m looking for.”

A big lover of traveling, Bex discovered
many of her favourite brands whilst on
holiday, particularly when enjoying time
in France and found herself inspired by

CLOTHING
the nostalgic, feminine style many women
seem to carry effortlessly there. One of the
first fashion brands to jump at the chance
to work with Love of Lemons was Le Bonne
Shop from California, offering
vintage tees, organic cotton basics and
socks. These were swiftly followed by
classically timeless Spanish labels Yerse
and ese O ese, as well as French knitwear
from Las Racines du Ciel. Bex is also proud
to stock Five Jeans - now a core brand
for the store, while Love of Lemons is also
the UK’s only stockist of Byron Bay-based
brand Thrills, which offers vintage-inspired
styles in recyclable fabrics.
Most recently, Love of Lemons introduced
the Tartan Company - a Scottish
homewares brand which uses recycled
fabric to slow down the issue with landfill.
“The concept of using recycled materials
sits really well our ethos. All the frills for
its blankets are also sewn by women, not
machinery – a conscious decision so it can
employ more people. I’m also incredibly
excited as I have authentic handmade
clogs in store, made from ethical Swedish
Alder and vegetable-tanned nubuck leather
from Swedish footwear brand Lotta Clogs!”
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The Feel Good Factor
By changing your buying habits,
introducing pre-loved vintage pieces into
your wardrobe alongside discovering
consciously sustainable brands at the same
time as supporting a local business - now
that’s the feel good factor customers are
getting when they shop from Love of
Lemons. It really is the place to find
happiness in Newquay.
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